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回路素子損失を考慮したＴ型整合回路に関する研究Abstract: In this report, a novel designT-section impedance matching circuit whichof lumped elements with ohmic loss is prosection matching circuit has three unknownbe found when the ohmic loss of all reacfactor is known. In order to find these reproposed design method assumes that oreactance is a part of load impedance and two unknown reactances are obtained frconjugate matching condition. The reunknown reactance is readily available fimpedance and known Q factor of thNumerical simulation demonstrates the pethe proposed method.   Keyword: Impedance matching circuit, Qloss, Efficiency  1. Introduction  According to advances of a wireless (WPT) system in recent decades, extensivelbeen dedicated to design of impedance matOne of the most popular impedance matchiL-section, T-section, and Π-section matcThe L-section is composed of two unknowhich are uniquely found from so-callmatching condition. According to its miniof freedoms for design the L-section is onkeeping the conjugate matching conditionspecific load impedance. As a result, the Lis unable to design harmonic rejection aperformance which are sensitive to ohmic components [2]. On the other hand, the T and Π sectiodegrees of freedoms and are capable of performance such as bandwidth. Another the T and Π sections is its wide applicabiliimpedance [1, 3, 5].  In this report, a novel design method foimpedance matching circuit is proposed. method enables to include ohmic loss of reafactor, for the design of the T-sectiomatching circuits. According to a circuitsection is equivalent to a Π section. Thesection can be designed in the same manproposed method. A loaded quality fintroduced to evaluate the efficiencies2017 年 10 月 24 日 
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 袁 巧微（仙台高等専門学校）design method for a t which is composed  is proposed. The T-known reactances to ll reactances, i.e. Q hese reactances, the that one unknown and the remaining ned from so-called he remaining one able from the load of the reactance. the performance of Q-factor, Ohmic less power transfer ensively efforts have ce matching circuits.  atching circuits are matching circuits. unknown reactance called conjugate s minimum degrees only capable of dition for only one the L-section circuit tion and bandwidth hmic loss of circuit  section have three le of designing its other advantage of icability to any load thod for a T-section osed. The proposed reactance, i.e. Q section impedance circuit theory, a T-Therefore, the Π e manner with the lity factor Qn is ies of T-section 

matching circuits which are comw/o ohmic loss.      Fig.1 An example of impedbetween source and lo 2. Conjugate matching cond2.1 The ohmic loss of reac As we know, the design networks, with particular attematching circuit, is studied onany two impedance not only power transmission efficiencyspecified loaded quality factor most of research for lumped mdesigned by inductors and consideration of their ohmic loaccurate design, the ubiquitous to be considered. It has been shoWPT system has reduced dueinductors and capacitors [4]. Scircuit, there is one more parafactor is used to define the ohmcapacitor as: ��＝ |�|� 	��		where using R to represent thethat of B.  2.2 The formulation   The L-section matching circureactive components is the bamatching circuit. Certainly, Lwill be easily extended to matching circuit. So both Tmatching circuit can be calculaL-section’s equations. L-sectionkind circuits, BX-L and XBchoose BX-L section as the calcSo we will firstly discuss the Lwithout ohmic loss to carry 
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巧微（仙台高等専門学校）  re composed of reactance w/ or    impedance matching circuit  and load impedance.   condition and formulation  reactance sign of impedance matching ar attention to the T-section on conjugate matching with  only can achieve maximum ciency but also can meet a actor Qn. And furthermore, the ped matching networks which and capacitors is without mic losses. In particular, in an uitous actual ohmic losses have en shown that the efficiency of ed due to the ohmic loss of ]. So to design a T-section parameter, Q-factor. The Q-he ohmic loss of inductor and 	��＝ |�|	 	            (1) nt the ohmic loss of X and G g circuit which consists of two the basic one of the lumped ly, L-section matching circuit d to T-section or Π-section oth T-section and Π-section alculated on the foundation of on can be divided into two  XB-L circuit [1]. Here, we e calculation basis of T-section.  the L-section matching circuit carry out the basic formula 



 
derivation. Consider the complex loadterminated lossless L-section matching cirUsing Zs to represent the source imped50Ω), Zl is the load impedance, and denotinZs＝Rs   Zl＝Rl+jXl     Fig.2 BX-L section matching ci So the design problem can be describedand Zl, determine component values of the[Ω] and susceptance B [S] to satisfy timpedance matching condition. The circuimaximum power transmission when the inp(Zin) seen by the load is equal to the compof the source impedance (Zs*). Zin ＝ Zs*         The above equation is called as the matchinAs Fig.2, we can obtain the input impedanc
��＝ ������ � ��    To solve the equation set of (2), (3) and (4)can be readily formulated as:  B � �B� � �G�G� � G��X � �  !"!#$!"%!"!#         here, Gs is the reciprocal of Rs, Gl anconductance and susceptance of Zl. And obtain the value of inductor L and capactable 1.  Table 1 calculation method of L and C  > 0 Shunt B jωC Series X jωL  As it should be, a precise approach impedance matching circuit must consider tof inductor and capacitor. This moment, b

load impedance ing circuit in Fig.2. impedance (usually enoting:           (2)    ing circuit scribed as: given Zs  of the reactance X tisfy the conjugate  circuit can achieve the input impedance  complex conjugate               (3) atching condition.  edance Zin:           (4) nd (4), the B and X �          (5)             (6) and Bl are the nd then, we can  capacitor C by the < 0 ��&' ��&( roach to design a sider the ohmic loss ent, by introducing 
equation (1) into (4), the Zin is 
�� � ����|)*Then B and X also can beequations of (2) (3) (7) easilyfactor of inductor and capacitor. 2.3  The Qn-based design The basic two-component La load impedance to be matchunique solution. Compared wcircuit adds a component varimore condition to solve the eqloaded quality factory Qn as a dis extremely useful that we can of X2 in Fig.3 according to the �� � |�%   Fig.3 T-section mat And then, the T-section inconsidered to L-section when impedance just like the equatiofollowing the same procedure aTherefore, the component valuecircuit can be calculated on the equations no matter with ohmic 
+ � 
, � 3 Results  3.1 Matching results whe For the T-section matching cidesign parameters as source imand load impedance Zl are 100+j6 [Ω], 10+ j50 [Ω], 5- j1000 [values in T-section matching cwithout considering the ohmic lAnd we can get the results as shloaded Qn is equal to 10. All satisfy the matching condition can be matched to Zs by meansT-section circuit in terms of the  

伝送工学研究会資料 Vol. 2017, No. 593-1, 2017 年 10 月 2  )|* ��� � |�|	 � �        (7) an be calculated by solving easily when we know the Q-acitor. esign method of T-section L-section is that when given  matched, can only provide a red with L-section, T-section t variable so we require one the equation set. It is just the as a design parameter. The Qn e can first determine the value  the equation (8) below of Qn. %���|	�                 (8) n matching circuit  on in Fig.3, which can be when we treat Za as the load quation (9) is directly designed dure as that for the L-section. t values of T-section matching n the foundation of L-section’s ohmic loss or not. � ���               (9) s when with and without loss hing circuit in Fig.3, we set the urce impedance Zs=Rs=50 [Ω] e 100+ j50 [Ω], 10- j10 [Ω], 1+ [Ω]. Firstly, the component hing circuit will be calculated hmic loss of matching elements. ts as shown in table 2 when the ll of Zin are equal to Zs to dition precisely. This is, all Zl means of the design method of of the loaded quality factor Qn. 



 
Table 2 Impedance matching performance osection circuits and their reactances obtaproposed method (w/o ohmic loss) Zl [Ω] X1 [Ω] B [S] X2 [Ω] 100+j50 708.87 2.39E-03 950 -708.87 -2.39E-03 -1050 10-j10 219.09 1.42E-02 110 -219.09 -1.42E-02 -90 1+j6 50.5 1.09E-01 4 -50.5 -1.09E-01 -16 10+j50 219.09 1.42E-02 50 -219.09 -1.42E-02 -150 5-j1000 150.83 2.58E-02 1050 -150.83 -2.58E-02 950  Now, the component values also need towith the ohmic loss of matching elementsfactor of inductor and capacitor is equal toloaded Qn is still equal to 10. The result following table 3. As seen, all the Zmatched to 50Ω. And the last column in thethat the Zin cannot be matched to 50Ω wheohmic loss.  Table 3 Impedance matching performance osection circuits and their reactances obtaiproposed method (with ohmic loss, QB = QZl [Ω] X1 [Ω] B [S] X2 [Ω] Zin [Ω]100+j50 616.78 2.51E-03 1055.56 50.00-j1.48E-619.44 -2.50E-03 -1166.67 50.00-j6.49E10-j10 211.81 1.33E-02 122.22 50.00-j8.99E-209.69 -1.35E-02 -100 50.00-j2.37E1+j6 47.45 1.05E-02 4.44 50.00-j1.52E-53.34 -9.41E-02 -17.78 50.00+j1.71e10+j50 205.38 1.40E-02 55.56 50.00-j9.07e-215.97 -1.29E-02 -166.67 50.00+j8.72e5-j1000 257.64 9.69E-03 1166.67 50.00-j9.79E-233.42 -1.14E-02 863.64 50.00-j1.97E 3.2 Efficiency effects when with and The efficiency η [%] in this paper is dbelow equation: - � .�./0        where the Pl represents the power consumload impedance Zl and Pin is the availabpower delivered into the matching circuitFig.3. Therefore, the efficiencies versus fre=100+ j50 [Ω] and 10- j10 [Ω] are illustrateThe efficiencies are computed in both of 

ance of designed T-s obtaind using the  Zin [Ω] 50.00  50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00  50.00 50.00 eed to be calculated ments when the Q-qual to 100 and the  is shown in the Zin also can be  in the table3 shows when ignoring the ance of designed T- obtained using the QX = 100) ] Zin [Ω]   w/o loss 1.48E-05 31.17-j2.17 6.49E-05 30.82+j2.25 8.99E-07 38.18-j4.50 2.37E-06 38.89+j4.64 1.52E-06 49.72-j7.34 j1.71e-07 48.30+j13.11 j9.07e-06 40.39-j3.84 j8.72e-06 36.81+j5.64 9.79E-06 13.10-j11.98 1.97E-05 16.30+j11.42 h and without loss is defined as the              (10) consumption of the available maximum circuit as shown by sus frequency for Zl lustrated by Fig.5, 6. of cases, without 
loss and with loss, when the ceand the loaded Qn is 10. Certainohmic loss, the Q-factor is equcases of Zl =100+j50 [Ω] and 1circuits plotted in Fig.4 are posand comparing the efficienciescircuit. (a) section circuit is serseries C shunt L.      (a) Series L, Shunt C      Fig.4 Two different T-sectiondesign The efficiency results in Fig.5and (b) can be matched at efficiencies reduced significantloss. The bandwidth of (b) is wthe efficiency of (a) and (b) at t(b) is the higher one.         Fig.5 Efficiency of            Fig.6 Efficiency o

伝送工学研究会資料 Vol. 2017, No. 593-1, 2017 年 10 月 3 the center frequency is 6 MHz ertainly, when considering the  is equal to 100. For the both and 10-j10 [Ω], the matching possible used for calculating iencies of (a) and (b) section is series L shunt C and (b) is       (b) Series C, Shunt L section matching circuits for design n Fig.5, 6 show that both of (a)  the center frequency and ificantly because of the ohmic b) is wider than that of (a) and b) at the same frequency point,     of Zl =100+j50[Ω]        ency of Zl =10-j10[Ω] 



 
3.3 Efficiency of (b) section versus the loaded Qn  The efficiencies of (b) section circuit veare exemplified by Zl =10- j10 [Ω], 10100+ j50 [Ω]. Accurate computation of theffects is also possible. The results are ploAll of efficiencies improve along with thevalue as shown in Fig.7. So the results canthe Q-factor has a great influence on efficithe consideration of the ohmic loss in matcis greatly important for an exact design matching circuit.             Fig.7 Efficiency versus Q-facto Furthermore, the efficiencies versus QFig.8, 9. The Fig.8 is plotted by Zl =100+ center frequency of 6 MHz when (b) seccircuit is designed without the ohmic losselements. Fig.9 is when (b) is designed at ththe ohmic loss and the Q-factor is equal tobe seen in Fig.8, 9, the efficiency is higbandwidth is widest when the loaded QnThe result shows that the matching bandwnarrow and the efficiencies reduce graduvalue of Qn increase. The reason for efficiencies in Fig.9 is that according to the(1) and (8), X2 increase since Qn increase loss R2 of X2 will increase when X2 increase Finally during the design of T-sectcircuit, there is one problem of how to selehave to be considered. And in this papediscuss the problem [2, 3].      

ersus Q-factor and versus Q-factor 10+ j50 [Ω] and n of the ohmic loss plotted in Fig.7. th the increase of Q lts can confirm that  efficiency. That is, n matching elements esign of impedance      factor Qn are drawn in 0+ j50 [Ω] at the b) section matching ic loss of matching ed at the presence of qual to 100. As can  is highest and the n is equal to 3.  bandwidth become gradually when the for the decline in  to the equations of rease and the ohmic crease. section matching to select the Qn that s paper, we do not 
      Fig.8 Efficiency of (b) section     Fig.9 Efficiency of (b) sectio 4 Conclusion  In this paper, an accurate desmatching circuit has been intcircuit’s capabilities in terms ofquality factor Qn. The propoconfirmed for any two diffepossibly conjugated matched atThe results of some examples inthe Q-factor has a great influenfurther flexibility in selectingmatching circuit design.     References [1] Q.Yuan, S.Suzuki, and Q.CLossy Impedance MatchinRep., vol. 116, No. 218, ASept. 2016. [2] Y.Sun and J.K.Fidler, Impedance Matching 
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